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Abstract

Unemployment rate is all time low in Europe and this results in shortage of skilled workers. At 
same time technology changes are on their boom which puts new requirements of skills including 
diversifying competencies. The companies like consultancy faces issues to find right people with 
right skills and at right time. This unavailability of resources impacts the strategic goal of 
company. Smaller companies need to compete with mid-size and large companies over the same 
skilled workforce. Due to the lack of branding and company recognition, this can cripple the 
companies to grow and gather a completive advantage. Previous work has failed to address this 
issue, especially related to the smaller IT consultancies which is the fastest growing segment. The 
99% of all business in Europe represents by small or medium size companies. IT consultancy 
companies represented the most growing and major contributor in value creation in information 
and communication sector in Europe. Therefore, the main purpose of this study was to answer in 
what way the low unemployment rate affects the strategical process and execution for small IT 
consultancy companies. Furthermore, this study looked into the role of recruitment process to 
attract and retain skilled employees. A qualitative approach combined with semi-structured 
interviews was used as the main methodology to gather empirical data and answer the key 
problems of this study. The semi-structured interviews were chosen due to the possibility to give 
the interviewers a freedom to speak and explain moderately, especially strategy processes, which 
are different from one company to other ones. This study found that small IT consultancy 
companies had little or no formal structure in the strategical processes in relation to the literature 
available in the topic, but still highlighted and expressed that strategy is important for the 
companies. Although if small IT companies want to grow, they must rethink the organizational 
structure. All studied companies are providing high salaries, freedom of work, technology 
learning, and job satisfaction as a key tool to attract talent. All companies in general asked the 
most critical questions on how to grow their business with the basis of their own limitations. 
Unfortunately, none of the companies reviewed and monitored their objectives on frequent and 
regular basis.  This study found that the low unemployment rate plays a critical role which can 
increase the profit margin, but cannot increase the number of employees and potentially minimize 
the importance of the strategical process. The study also found that low unemployment rate 
creates a healthy competitive environment where all large and small consultancy companies 
enables each other to grow instead of competing.

Keywords: strategy implementation, staffing process and performance, small IT consultancy 
company, unemployment rate, semi-structured interview.
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1. Introduction

According to the European Union (2019), small and medium sized companies represent 99% of 
all businesses in the entire EU. With today's well-performing global economy, and low 
unemployment rates in Europe, (6.6% to 7.99%, lowest since 2000) (Eurostat, 2019) and in some 
Scandinavian countries such as Norway the same rate is 3.7% (Eurostat, 2019) and Iceland the 
rate is 2.6% (Eurostat, 2019). With well-run economies, companies struggle to find qualified 
workforce, and need in many cases to turn to consulting companies to solve their challenges. In 
its essence, well run economies are good news for the country, and basically most industries and 
business areas, existing firms and new entrants are trying to find their space. Within this 
competing space, companies need therefore to develop a good and sound strategy, and ensure 
that the organization is able to and cope with the implementation of the strategy in order to be 
able to grow, compete and invest future of the company. There are many cases where the strategy 
execution has been the root cause of the organization not being able to compete. Nevertheless, 
low unemployment rate environments are good for the economy and most businesses, but it has 
a cost associated with premium paying for labor whilst the availability for skilled worked is at its 
minimum. 

Reviewing the most attractive employers (Universumglobal, 2018), the largest companies with 
well-known brands and reputation tend to easier attract existing and new talents (students) and 
are able to pay premium to attain talent either directly or through consultancy firms to support 
the organization with their growth strategies. This research investigates how small IT-
consultancy companies, where the company resource availably is considerably lower than for 
recognized brands, to obtain talent, in order to maintain its business model to “lend/rent out” 
skilled workforce to the industry while ensuring strategical growth during low unemployment 
rate periods.  

1.1. Problem discussion 

Shaping, forming, gathering information and implementing strategy is central in every 
organization and is fundamental to any organizational success. In simple terms strategy means 
setting goals and direction on where managements want the company to be in the future. With 
today’s well-run global economies, and with low unemployment rates, there are more companies 
entering the markets to offer their services to solve a need. Moreover, companies are no longer 
competing on local terms and increased competition has always been a desire and an attractive 
position in terms of the buyer power. Once customers and competition get tougher, trends 
changing or more valuable needs are required, the market environment will slowly get altered. In 
order to meet the new environmental changes an organization must be able to form, gather 
information and implement strategies to gain competitive advantage. In a study conducted by 
Cândido et.al (2015), where they reviewed the failure rate of strategies, the authors verified that 
business strategy implementation rate in general vary in-between a wide range of 28-90 percent, 
with various reasons leading to the large variation. Radomska (2014) published an article 
reviewing the link of the main obstacles to the strategy implementation and the company’s 
performance. The article identified standout factors that the outlined that the inconsistency in the 
strategy and the strategical process had a negative impact on the results in most of the companies 
conducted in the research. 
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Currently the technology and world companies are talking about the fourth industrial revolution 
where a new world of entirely new technology is entering the marketspace. The fourth industrial 
revolution now allows computers to be connected and communicate with one other to automate 
and make decisions without the potential need of human involvement and interaction.  Here a 
combination of internet of things, internet of systems and cyber systems makes the fourth 
industrial revolution possible. This new step into the future has created a demand of IT-services 
and software services, resulting in a huge need of various IT-consultants and programming talent 
which has never been seen before, and many new IT companies are rapidly starting-up 
worldwide. This creates a need and increases demand for niched and skilled labor. This thesis 
studied about what small IT consultant companies (definition of small IT consultant companies 
explained in chapter 3) in the Nordics countries are considering in the strategy management in 
order to be competitive and distinguish themselves from competitors, and to what extend and if 
any traditional strategy theory plays a role in their decision and action making to supply this 
growing and demanding market. 

1.2. Problem formulation and purpose

In all industries, one of the major blockers in growth is unavailability of competent human 
resource. With advancement in technology and tough competition due to globalization, industries 
demand more competent and diverse people to accomplish their work. It will compel companies 
to outsource their work or move away from the country of origin of company.

These challenges become more evident and critical when a low unemployment environment 
appears and it becomes immensely difficult to find people qualified people with the desired 
competency. This problem becomes more a question of survival for the companies whom provide 
consultancy services and whom are already small in their respective field of operation. They do 
get continuous demand for human resource but they cannot fulfil that demand.

Nevertheless, all companies have their own vision of where they want to be in their specific 
industry.  The targets are sets to realize that vision, and strategies are formed to achieve these 
goals. Formulation and execution of a strategy are two critical activities which decide the future 
of a company. It is well known by other studies that when it comes to strategy, the execution part 
is where most management fail. Execution of a strategy is difficult due to its dependencies on 
external and internal factors i.e. clarity in statement, organization, company culture and other 
factors.  

As previously stated, strategies for consultancy companies are more focused on the organizational 
human resources factors. The sell the value of the competencies of their employee to fulfil the 
need of their customers. So, it is obvious that the strategy of consultancy companies is more 
focused on their employees and development of their employees’ competencies. A low 
unemployment rate economy gives the best and unique opportunity to grow companies further, 
given that these companies are able to attain workforce. Here comes the paradox, how do they 
manage to strategically grow their company (e.g. hire more people) when the stronger brands are 
having the same issue? According to Eurostat (2019) 1.2 million enterprises registered with 6.8 
million employees in information and communication service sector (ICS) in EU.  Out of 6.8 million 
employees registered in ICS 60% were employed by IT consultancy or service firms and adding 
value by approximately 50% in ICS and is the highest among all other subsectors in ICS see 
Appendix B.  Furthermore, small companies struggle in general to find skilled workers when the 
unemployment rate is low. The purpose of this research is to investigate how the low 
unemployment rate impacts small IT consulting companies in executing their strategies. 
Therefore, the main question this thesis will address is: 
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“How does the current low unemployment rate affect the strategy execution for small IT 
consultancy companies?”

To achieve the goal of this research, we utilized the semi-structured interviews as a method to 
achieve our results.  Semi-structured interviews were chosen as a method because it provides 
the possibility to give the interviewers a freedom to speak and explain moderately as strategy 
processes are different in different companies.

1.3. Delimitations 

This study focuses on the topic of strategy execution and staffing which are very wide and complex 
to investigate. This study did not touch all parts of strategy execution nor staffing. This study 
focused only on resource and recruitment issues and how the specific interviewed small 
companies handled them and what kind of impact it had on the strategical process.

As resource problem is not only the issue small companies faces but also larger companies to face 
the same difficulties, nevertheless a limitation in this thesis is related to the small companies and 
will not address the resource issue for larger companies. Big corporations always have a good 
position to face these issues by offering good working environment and financial environment to 
attract resource compared to small companies. 

Strategy execution addressed in this thesis with very narrow focused on human resources and 
only IT segment. As mentioned above, execution of strategy is very wide and complex area and 
cannot be covered in one study. Apart from study of other factors of strategy execution study can 
also be extended for large companies and different segments.

Although this research has reached its aims, there were some limitations while conducting study, 
and further study is needed. First, this study depends on strategical information of and from 
companies. This information is highly difficult to get in their accurate form, is very sensitive 
information and little biased with perception of strategy and experience of the interviewee. 
Second, since this study took three companies under consideration, more companies could be 
considered for higher validity of findings. Third this study conducted within a very narrow 
segment and very focused on small IT consultancy companies, so the findings might not be 
applicable to other small companies providing consultancy services. 

1.4. Thesis structure 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1: Provides research background and introduces the problems and ambition of this study. 
Chapter 1 also describes the problem formulation and the delimitations of this study and ends 
with Thesis structure. 

Chapter 2: Reviews the literature which is related to the problem formulation. It focused mainly 
unemployment rate, strategy process, and factors affecting strategy while execution.

Chapter 3: Highlights the various methods utilized to obtain empirical data. Chapter 3 
Methodology motivates the selected approach used in this thesis.
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Chapter 4: Highlights the results of the research and empirical data

Chapter 5: Analyzes the empirical results.

Chapter 6: Summarizes the conclusions and discusses the findings of this thesis.

Chapter 7: Highlights a recommendation for further research
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2. Theoretical framework 

This chapter establishes a theory for the purpose of this study and reviews the available literature 
which highlights and addresses the key elements of the main thesis question. In addition, the 
literature provided a basis and a foundation on which empirical data from interviews could be 
presented. 

2.1. Unemployment rate and its effects on the labor market 

Unemployment cab arise by either change in demand or change in supply of workers (Robert E. 
Lucas; Leonard A. Rapping,1969). Change in interest rate, economic condition, multiplier effect 
causes change in demand for job while technological change, wages change, geographical 
immobility, and new skill requirements causes change in supply of human resources. When the 
demand is high relative to supply, wages increases (A.W. Phillips, 1958) and vice versa. This 
relation follows the inverse correlation between rate of wages and rate of unemployment. 
However, it does not follow a linear relation. Since 1980 this relation become unstable and other 
elements started contributing to the wages.

Unemployment rate fall and raise due to two competing effects: capitalization effect and creative 
destruction effect respectively (Philippe Aghion; Peter Howitt, 1994). Capitalization effects arises 
when firms grow in return. This growth in capital value of firms encourages additional companies 
to enter the market. This raises job openings and causes reduction in rate of unemployment. 
Creative destruction, which in an increasing in growth environment may lead to a reduction of the 
match in the required skill versus what’s available in the market. This could therefore in turn 
increase the equilibrium level of unemployment rate by discouragement of new jobs (as there is 
no matching skills available) and thereby disables the possibility to match the markets demand. 

Okun’s have empirically studied and presented that 1% increase in unemployment rate would 
decrease the GDP growth by 2% and vice versa (Okun, Arthur M., 1962; Baily, Martin Neil & Okun, 
Arthur M., 1965). So, a low unemployment rate gives a boost to the economy and creates a best 
business environment and opportunity. Lucas extended Okun’s law by presenting investment in 
productivity together with unemployment rate contributes into business and GDP growth (Robert 
E. Lucas et.al.,1969). These changes in unemployment rate and productivity creates new 
requirements to the industries. 

Changes in unemployment rate are short or long in nature (Schubert, Stefan F; Turnovsky, 
Stephen J, 2018). This can be explained by where the changes are occurring in the market 
structure, mobility of workers, economic condition of a geographical area. It is obvious that under 
unemployment condition availability of workers changes whatever the reason and duration with 
that the short term of long-term goals of business might be affected. 

2.2. Strategy and Staffing process 

According to the research made in end of the 90s and conducted by Carroll, Marilyn & 
Marchington, Mick & Earnshaw, Jill & Taylor, Stephen (1999) recruitment was being undertaken 
with great care to ensure they found the correct person, including the widespread use of informal, 
word-of-mouth methods, and hiring of known quantities. Organizational success or failure very 
much depends on the staffing process (Messersmith & Guthrie, 2010). A good staffing process 
ensures that good employees are recruited to fulfill the organizational needs. The sustainability 
and life of a company completely depends on the quality of human resources available in the 
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company. A typical staffing process involves attracting competent persons, selecting them for 
organizational purpose or goal, and retaining and making them competent for future demands. 
Low unemployment rate (Eurostat, 2019) and industrial growth demands qualified, more 
knowledge workers, and more diversified competent labors (Robert, 2006). This makes staffing 
more challenging and critical for an organization, as talent is valuable, rare, and not easy to 
substitute. This rare quality of labor’s talent makes the staffing process more valuable and 
important for an organization. Increased demand, rare availability and competition for talent 
makes staffing a strategic ingredient of an organization. If an organization is capable enough to 
attract, recruit and retain needed talents, that organization can outperform compared to their 
competitors (Barney, J. B., & Wright, P. W. 1998). With all these challenges a good staffing process 
creates a competitive advantage for an organization. Therefore, it is necessary to include staffing 
as a part of strategy for future growth and sustainability. Staffing should be strategic component 
to gain a competitive advantage, but decision makers do not use it optimally or do not consider it 
as a strategic component at all (Rynes, S. L., Brown, K. G., & Colbert, A. E. 2002). Robert (2006) 
suggested, if managers change focus from the micro (individual) level impact to macro 
(organizational multilevel) staffing process, they may reduce the problems associated with labor 
demands and create competitive advantage for an organization. For present and future needs 
multilevel staffing process may be used. Multilevel staffing process is the formation of a 
unit/firm/business division by gathering uniqueness in a unit, which forms a diverse and 
competent team (Robert, 2006). With all these challenges, big companies are struggling to find 
best fit competent person for their organization; compelling them to go towards staffing 
companies to fulfill their needs.

The staffing process becomes more critical when this question arises for small consulting 
companies (Carrol et. al.1999; Candido et. al. 2015), unfortunately there is not much research 
done to understand the impact of staffing on the performance and future of a small company 
(Cardon, & Stevens, 2004). Greer, Charles & Carr, Jon C & Hipp, Lisa (2016) in their research tried 
to understand the impact of staffing on companies' performances. Small companies usually face a 
lot of challenges apart from staffing only (finance, legal, competition, survival) (Carrol et. al.1999; 
Cardon et al, 2004), and in that case it is very easy to defocus from a good staffing process. A better 
strategic approach may make them more fit to face their challenges and provide better 
sustainability.  

Four roles in staffing process (assessing the job, job analysis, writing a role description and 
defining the person for role) are discussed by Torrington et at. (1991) for small companies. In a 
small company one person can be enough to play all these four roles instead of having a formal 
process for each role (Torrington et al, 1991). Watson (1989) discussed clearly about word-of-
mouth (employee referral) method to recruit new employees. As speed and cost are one of the 
obvious advantages and the recruit/employ is known in terms of quantity (such as being vetted 
from another person) with more prior knowledge about the company and work he/she is going 
to do. According to Watson (1989) the word-of-mouth recruitment method allows for an 
increased chance that new recruit will stay in the company longer than other recruitment 
methodologies. Watson (1989) adds, the reasons behind the longer stay is that the recruited has 
more knowledge of the company and the job and know what it can expect from it. Watson (1989) 
continues that other methods such as free job ads, recruitment of agencies, job fairs did not have 
as equal success at the studied small firms. 

Nevertheless, each and every company needs to have a strategy in place in order to affect and 
determine its future. According to Mintzberg H. (1987), the definition of strategy is to act as a plan, 
as a continuously intended course of action. By definition, a strategy has two critical 
characteristics (Mitzberg H, 1987). First, it is made in advance and cover what actions needs to be 
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applied for the future and second it has a purpose, which most often is to fulfill the company’s 
objectives. 

In its essence, strategy is to plan based on the internal capabilities (organizational capacity and 
financial power), external factors such as the market and competitive forces and chart out actions 
on where it wants to be in the future. Crafting and implementing a strategy should be the 
foundation in very company, and is a continuous process which can be simplified into 5 associated 
stages (Thomson A., et.al, 2018). Figure 1 in appendix C summarizes the five steps highlighted by 
Thomson A., et.al (2018) to have an efficient strategical process. Dependencies on external and 
internal factors make the strategical process a continuous and ongoing process. Monitoring 
parameters for strategy execution gives feedback for adjustments or correction on the strategical 
process. Due to uncertainties in the market situation, the competitive landscape, the financial 
situation of the company and/or sweeping of customers makes the monitoring stage (5) in 
appendix C, the most important aspect in this process. 

Summarizing, the strategic vision defines the company’s future strategic shape and direction and 
its aspirations. The mission statement describes which playfield the business is in, and which it 
isn’t, now and in the future (Kelly, G. 2014).  Optimally the mission statement defines the 
company's services/products, identifies the company’s ambition to satisfy a specific need or 
needs, the company’s markets and buyers and what makes the company unique. The objectives 
express the ambitions of the company performance based on the competitive circumstances, 
organizational and internal capabilities, operational capacity and financial capability. 

In strategy management, setting objectives is essential to move the company forward. Later stages 
(4 and 5) demand to execute and monitor the progress of strategy, intuitively it becomes very 
essential that the objectives are set in such way that it is easy to measure and achieve. Again, the 
purpose of developing a strategy is to ensure sustained competitive or financial advantage. 
Therefore, companies while executing their strategical process should potentially address 
important questions such as: How to grow the business and how do we achieve the financial and 
strategical objectives that are set. Additional information of essential questions can be seen in 
Appendix C.   

In order to be able to address the questions and objectives, one needs to audit the company, 
understand and identify the company's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats in the 
competitive landscape, and evaluate the internal and external environment in order to choose a 
suitable strategy. Figure 2 in appendix C identifies a step-down approach from organizational, 
market audit to strategical review and alternatives and budgeting. The backbone of the approach 
is the above-mentioned how-to questions. 

Prepared and well-organized management need to continuously be on their toes in choosing the 
various strategical alternatives and proactively try new things, or doing things cheaper, better or 
smarter (Thomas, A (2018)). Competition is at the core of the success or failure for all companies. 
Competition determines and, in some way, decides, relevant activities that a company needs to 
make in order to be competitive (Porter, M., 1985). Porter, M. (1985), indicated that a competitive 
strategy is the search for a beneficial position in an industry or market, and aims to maintain a 
profitable and sustainable profitability against forces that determine the market or industry. In a 
low unemployment rate situation and high demand for competent person create an opportunity 
to make competency creation and retention as a strategic competitive advantage for today’s 
companies. When a company gains or catches a higher economical profitability than its 
competitors, the company has gained a competitive advantage. 
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Despite the importance of understanding on what means to compete, the formulation and 
execution stage (stage 4) are important in terms of achieving the short-term and long-term 
objectives. The formulation process of the strategy is troublesome and challenging as several 
aspects needs to be covered, and many questions to be answered, and various alternatives to be 
considered. The implementation is true determinant of the success or failure that is connected to 
the formulation process. Mas Bambang Baroto, Nader Arvand, and Fauziah Sh. Ahma (2014) 
conducted a study that found five supporting evidence that indicated the difficulty and the 
demanding nature of implementing a strategy. Barato, et.al (2014) found in essence that in most 
cases, that staff do not realize the organizational strategies, that strategies are never implemented 
and that strategies most often fail due to ineffective execution. This indicates, despite having 
formulated and developed the strategy to perfection, the most difficult task is to efficiently 
implement it into the organization. 

2.3. Strategy execution, measurement and affecting factors 

Strategic process’ are reviewed since long time (Hutzschenreuter et al. 2006: Rajagopalan, N., & 
Rasheed, A., & Datta, D. K. 1993). Strategy thinking, planning and making are very much influenced 
by various factors (Mintzberg, 1994), such are internal factors (organizational structure, 
organizational competency, working environment) and external factors (competitor, market 
condition, suppliers, customers) (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2006). It is also very clear that 
environmental characteristics (uncertainty, complexity, munificence, dynamism, politics and 
regulations, strategic position...), organizational characteristics (static i.e. size, age, structure, 
technology, and dynamics i.e. routines, culture, values, past performances...) shape the strategic 
process (Hutzschenreuter et al. 2006). At the same time, leadership style and organizational 
culture are related and influence the outcome or performance (Melody P.M. & Chong, Yufan Shang, 
& Malika Richards, & Xiji Zhu, 2018). The cognitive behaviors impact of manager on organization, 
and influence in strategy process (Melody et al. 2018 and Hutzschenreuter et al. 2006). Smith, and 
Vecchio (2007) connected organizational culture with the survival of organization too. The 
strategic process is expected to have exponential importance of competences and resources and 
adapting to changes in the business environments (Joanna Radomska, 2014).    Organizational 
success depends on the formulation of strategy with sound execution (de Oliveira, Carla 
Albuquerque & Carneiro, Jorge & Esteves, Felipe, 2018). Five conceptual dimensions (unfolding, 
coordination, communication, control and feedback, and HR policies) along with 51 operational 
indicators in the process of execution are deeply reviewed by de Oliveira et at. (2018). Various 
authors have studied and argued that Performance Measurement System (PMS) is used to 
strategy and action alignment. PMS discussed for development, communication, and review 
purpose and concluded with different performance indicators for different strategies (Pietro 
Micheli, & Matteo Mura, 2017).

There are many tools and framework that are presented to measure and track the execution of 
strategies like Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996), Strategic Execution Framework 
(SEF) model based on the project portfolio strategic management (Morgan & Levitt & Malek, 
2007), Strategic Performance Factors (SPF) framework (Srivastava et al, 2013).To find critical 
business issues and to improve the execution of strategy and organizational effectiveness, 
Levenson (2018) proposed competitive advantage analysis and enterprise analysis to identify 
critical business issues. Srivastava et. al. (2013) identified SPFs that can be used to measure or 
evaluate the strategy execution. All SPFs are widely categorized into six categories (environment, 
stakeholder, process, performances, relationship, and offerings) as shown in Appendix D. 
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2.4. Semi-Structured Interviews 

Saunders M., et.al (2008) indicates there are three type of interviews one may consider during a 
research. Those are: 1. structured interviews 2. semi-structured interviews and 3. in-depth 
interviews. The latter two interview types follow the umbrella of qualitative interviews which 
aims to gather qualitative data. The first one (structured interview) refers as quantitively research 
interview. Saunders, M., et. al (2008) continues to define the three interview structures as 
following:  

• Structured interviews: use questionnaires based on a predetermined  

or identical set of questions.  

• Semi-structured interviews have a list of themes/topics, or questions that aim to be 

covered, but may slightly change from interview to interview. Orders of questions may be 

re-shuffled, or additional questions may be added depending on the flow of conversation.  

• In-depth interviews: No predetermined list or questions to work through. The interviewer 

is given the possibility to talk freely.  

The semi-structured interviews favor the possibility to give the interviewer freedom to speak and 
explain moderately. In addition, semi-structured interviews allow the possibility to take in 
different standpoints, explore various angles, probe various answers and questions, and take in 
different experiences from the interviewed participants.

Semi-structured interviews are used to obtain focused and qualitative textual data. According to 
Saunders M., et.al (2008), the semi-structured interviews enables a balance between flexibility 
with open-ended questions in order to be able to explore a topic more in depth. Semi-structured 
interviews expose and explores rich and heavy descriptive data, which are based on the ones 
personal experience of a topic. The information gathered during these types of interviews can 
transition processes (e.g. strategy processes) to facilitate a clear understanding of important 
factors and variables that can explain important relationships and create a basis and a foundation 
for further exploration and future research.   According to Doody O, Noonan M (2013) interviews 
in general are utilized as the most common approach and tool to collect data in studies. Interviews 
as such allow for an effective method to collect qualitative data and uncover the interview 
participants experience. 
According to Mark Saunders, Philip Lewis, Adrian Thornhill (2008), the qualitative methodology 
puts focus on words rather on numbers (quantitative) and allows theory to emerge from data. 
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3. Methodology

This section describes the research approach of this thesis, and also continuing with data collection 
methodology utilized, and analysis approach, ending with validity and reliability. 

3.1. Research approach

The focus area in this study (strategy, recruitment process;) were considered very wide and 
therefore having a very structured interviews as a preferred method could prevent the interview 
from having freedom and width of the topics.  The choice of in-deep interview had a risk of 
diversion from the topic. Authors utilized and adopted semi-structured interview method to 
collect empirical data for qualitative data collection. This study required empirical data from small 
IT consultant companies and also required the understanding of existing literature in different 
areas (unemployment, recruitment process, and strategy execution). Thus, this study used both 
primary data collection through performing interviews and secondary data collection by 
reviewing existing literature. According to Doody O, Noonan M (2013) interviews in general are 
utilized as the most common approach and tool to collect data in studies. The qualitative 
methodology puts focus on words rather on numbers (quantitative) and allows theory to emerge 
from data (Mark Saunders, Philip Lewis, Adrian Thornhill (2008),). This study used secondary 
data i.e. empirical data from the literature review to establish a knowledge in the field of strategy 
and role of recruitment to achieve strategic goal. As literature review also tried to establish 
knowledge for impact on strategic goal when there is unavailability of skilled workforce. These 
understanding helped authors to build a proper process for collecting primary empirical data 
from intended companies. All these data were carefully compiled and analyzed to conclude 
finding. Objective of this study were fulfilled by presenting findings the impact of unemployment 
on the strategic growth and suggestion to mitigate the current and future problem (finding, hiring 
and retaining) of skilled labor  

The selected group for this study was small IT consultant companies as these are more restricted 
to the access of workforce and customers as their brand and recognition might be smaller or 
niched compared to other mid-size and large companies within the same sector.  The definition of 
small sized businesses according to the European Commission (2003) are based on two main 
factors. One is the staff head count to be lower than 50 persons or / either that the turnover/total 
balance sheet is lower than 10M€. In this study, the definition of small company is defined by 
either the staff head count is below 50 or that the companies express them self to be small in a 
niche area within the IT consultancy segment. 

3.2. Data Collection

This study collected data from small IT consultant companies related to recruitment process, and 
strategy process, and impact of unemployment on the strategic process. All these areas are very 
wide in scope, different for each and every company and therefore demand for a face to face 
interview to understand the various company philosophies related to the processes. Authors had 
three choices here, one to go very structured interview which could make study very focused and 
could have hard chance to miss very important areas or discoveries. Semi-structured and in-depth 
interviews can therefore be utilized to explore a more complex and complicated research topic 
such as strategy, process or staffing. In-depth interview allows the interview participant to 
communicate much more freely and to provide detailed descriptions compared to semi-
structured interviews. Nevertheless, semi-structured interviewed opposed from in-depth 
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interviews gives the possibility to control the direction of the topic, giving the researcher more 
control of the interaction. We found that the semi-structured interview was found as best suitable 
for this study and it uses when they had chance for face to face interview. The semi-structured 
interviews were a preferred method for this study because it can be used as a method to collect 
qualitative and textual data. This method offers a balance to understand and investigate the 
various trade-offs companies need to do in the strategical process. The objective of the semi-
structured interviews was to understand the difficulties in small IT-consultant companies to 
execute and implement the strategy. Furthermore, the objective of the semi-structured interviews 
was to investigate if any particular factors, methods, tools or structures were particularly 
important.

Authors utilized the google map (to check all nearby companies). The listed of companies was 
looked carefully and were shortlisted, based on definition of small company in chapter 3.1 and 
their working domain, as a probable candidate to reach for interview. There were plenty of small 
IT consultant companies in market to reach for data collection. Many companies were very small 
having only four to five consultant and many were not in reach to the authors (due to geographical 
reason). This study required very specific information related to company and only member of 
leadership/management team could have the proper candidate profile for interview. So, authors 
decided to reach only CEO or directors of the listed companies to study. Choice of leaders of a 
company makes data more reliable and accurate as well as these are the persons whom encounter 
this thesis main problems which this study tried to address. Authors successes to reach CEO or 
director of eight companies. Three of them did not responded and two of them denied 
participating into interview. Three companies agreed to support for a face to face interview for 
this research. Interview process were designed in four steps. First, design of interview questions 
which should specifically cover to understand the strategic goal of company, strategy process, and 
process of finding, hiring and retaining skills in companies, impact on company’s growth when 
unavailability of skilled labor. Second, these compiled interview questions were sent to 
interviewee in one week in advance so he can understand in prepare for the answer well before. 
Third, personal interviews were conducted and collected all information on paper. The interviews 
took approximately between one and one and a half hour. All information written on paper were 
approved by interviewee before we move further. Last, both authors sat together and compiled 
all information and made them ready for further analysis. The names of the three companies had 
been anonymized since there is sensitive information such as competitive edge, strategy, the 
strategic process and key products. Therefore, we assigned these names to the companies: ABC, 
DEF, GHI. Company ABC was is an IT consultancy company, which has been operating for four 
years and has a revenue of 2.5M€ (2018), and in total 21 employees working for the company. 
The company specialized in java open source technology and is well known in their business field 
for the competency of their employees. DEF is also an IT consultancy and system development 
company that focuses on delivering value on the java platform. The company is 19 years old and 
is considered as one of the top consultant companies in one of the larger Scandinavian cities. The 
revenue for company DEF was 5.8M€ in 2018 with earnings corresponding to 1M€.

Company GHI was and still is a company that provides expert consultancy within the domain of 
IT security. The GHI provides services around the globe (serves four different countries) and 
around 20 employees were located at customer location in Scandinavian cities. The company has 
overall 500 employees and wide variety of customers. Even though, the GHI have 500 employee 
they considered themselves as a small consultant company in the market they serve. Because they 
have very low number of employees in one of the Scandinavian cities and they considered them 
self as a small in their domain author considered them into this study. The semi-structured 
interviews were conducted individually with the member of leadership team in respective 
companies. The leaders were experienced with more than four years in their domain and played 
a key role in setting strategies for their company. The experience of the participants enables the 
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information more authentic and trustworthy. All these three companies were from IT consultancy 
sector with the number of employees mentioned in Table 3 which were completely aligned with 
the purpose of this thesis. Two out of three companies working in IT consultancy services in 
software development area, the third company working in IT consultancy in IT security area. 

Table 1 - participant and company profile

Company ABC DEF GHI

area of consultancy IT software 
development

IT software 
development

IT security

number of employees 21 25 500 

(20 in Scandinavian)

participant's role CEO CEO Director

participant's 
experience

4 25 12

As the topic and the potential data has a sensitive nature that could be tracked back to the 
company, and potentially harm the companies’ position. With the basis of the inputs from the 
companies approached, the full raw data will not be published for the publication, but will be 
summarized in the chapter 4: empirical result. The second source of data was secondary empirical 
data gathered through relevant theoretical literature such as, research papers, books and other 
studies within the strategy field. We used BTH’s library search, google scholar and HBR’s search 
tools to find relevant literature. We used strategic process, strategy implementation, factors, 
performance, IT consulting companies, recruitment process, staffing process as keywords to find 
relevant literature. We found a lot of articles (more than hundreds) by using those keywords, but 
very few articles focused on small companies, but where the studies were in general terms and 
across different markets, making it difficult to understand the connection and relevance for a 
company related to a niche market. 

3.3. Data Analysis

Data analysis was a challenging task to analyze textual information due to the amount of 
information and data collected. There were two possibilities for these data analysis, either from a 
deductive or an inductive perspective (Saunders, M., et. al, 2008). Utilizing the deductive 
perspective to analyze data means that one takes advantage and utilize existing theory to shape 
the approach. Utilization of the inductive perspective one seeks to build up a suitable theory that 
is found in the presented data. This study used literature review in chapter 2 which works as 
supporting theory, and therefore deductive analysis were used in this study allowed to use 
existing theory to collect data in order to interpret it. In order to analyze data, questions in the 
questionnaire, found in Appendix A, were formed from the framework described in chapters 2.1-
2.3. This allowed the possibility to compare the various companies’ processes.

A simple approach to reach the result and conclusion was utilized. First, the authors tried to 
understand the collected data. As these types of studies and data cover a wide topic i.e. strategy 
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and semi-structure interview provided wide range of information., it was important to 
understand the overall information of the collected data within the diversity of topics. A potential 
negative impact of semi-structured interview which enables the interviewers to defocus from the 
actual and important topic. In addition, both authors emphasized to understand also the non-
verbal expressions related to the topics, as this could highlight some potential biases or 
uncomforted in terms of their approach.  As interview questions covered strategy execution, 
recruitment processes and the impact of unemployment rate. This approach provided overview 
of the richness, diversity and depth of collected data. Second, authors started to identify the key 
issues and concepts in collected data. These concepts or issues are categorized into three indexes 
i.e. strategy execution, recruitment process, and impact due to the unemployment low 
unemployment rate. Third, this indexed information was further analyzed to see whether there 
was an impact on the strategic process due to low availability of skilled labor under high demand 
market. It was also investigated how these companies form policies to find, hire and retain their 
skilled workforce. This analyzed information was further evaluated based on the existing theories 
developed in chapter 2. Last, based on the evaluation this thesis presented its findings and 
conclusions.

3.4.  Validity and Reliability

The authors of this thesis primary mainly focused on the leaders/management of the company 
interviewed which made the collected data more trustworthy. Leaders of a company are real 
decision makers and are supposed to drive company for forward into the future. These decision 
makers are responsible for strategy development and very close to the strategic related topics. 
These objects (leaders) allows the information collected more reliable than other employees of 
that company. While undergoing the interview process, the authors emphasized on a focus to 
validate the statements and data of the interviewee by challenging them by asking with open-
ended and measurable questions such as - how they measure the growth? Can they indicate with 
some kind of data to give facts to the statements?  These open ended, and quantifiable questions 
validate their statement up to certain extend. Another concern related to semi-structured and in-
depth interviews that links to reliability of data, is the interviewer bias. This is a bias, whereupon 
the interviewer establishes their own thoughts, believes and frame of reference through the 
questions to the interviewee. To reduce interviewee’s bias towards interpretation of collected 
data, authors reviewed all data independently and discussed collectively the individual 
interpretation. These approaches did not eliminate complete reliability issue, but is seen as a 
reducing impact. Another problem faced while analyzing the collected data was overlapping of 
the information from all companies. The authors have established the theory review to validate 
the findings during the data analysis which is presented in the collected data in relation to the 
respective theory in chapter 2. As interview questions were focused on strategy execution, 
recruitment process and impact due to unemployment, and during analysis authors indexed the 
data in to same categories, and therefore simplified the validation of the collected data with 
theory. 
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4. Empirical results 

The names of the selected companies in this thesis had been anonymized in order to get permission 
to present the strategies and the thoughts behind their recruitment and strategic processes.  

4.1. IT Consultancy company ABC
The company was founded by the CEO and three additional senior consultants. All of them have a 
previous working relationship and have been serving as consultants in other companies prior 
starting company ABC. The IT consultancy company ABC have been profitable from the start and 
is enjoying the current positive demand of consultants as is with the general trend in Scandinavia.    
The idea behind the company was found in their experience of working for their past consultancy 
companies where there was a gap between the billed revenue and the individual salary results. 
The partners saw the potential to create a model in which they could stand together in one 
company but still have the benefits of acting as independent consultants. Therefore, the 
organizational structure is simple and flat.  The key objective the company stated was to create a 
flexible, valuable and personal accountability business. Still, the main strategical values for the 
ABC company is as follows: 

- You are you own boss! There is no manager who decides the direction of your work

- You are the value creator and that should be reflected in your salary, and thereby you 

influence your own pay

- Create a flexibility in relation to free-time and work. 

From a strategical point of view this started both the outspoken mission of the company and one 
of the core internal factors and questions being: 

- How do we strive for making a fair, transparent and attractive working place for 

consultants? 

And the key strategical questions asked was: 

- How do we make sure to maintain costs to minimum so that the individual value creator 

gets maximum?

The core strategical factors affecting the company directions are thereby the performance by 
keeping the costs down and reduce risk in business operations, stakeholder satisfaction by 
maintaining independent and free consultants and maintaining high level of competency in the 
field, but not necessarily related to a specific technology. 

The company ABC current competitive advantage is its value created by the consultants which is 
in turn translated into the people and their respective knowledge. By only employing senior 
consultants, highest possible value is created immediately, and thereby their continuous quest to 
find senior consultants. Evaluating the external factors – such as the market situation - company 
ABC explain that the current market for its consultants is extremely healthy and selling 
consultancy services is currently too easy as the demand is very high. Albeit, company ABC does 
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not necessary look into taking a position in a niche market within its industry, rather take the 
most attractive and riskless assignments as possible, a strategical choice made by the company.  

The strategical process and setting the strategy is currently owned and managed by the CEO. The 
company has yearly objectives and review them on yearly occasions and report to the board of 
directors. Nevertheless, it came clear that implementing strategy in a company that has a model 
and an operating foundation of allowing freedom to the individual does not necessarily make the 
implementation of strategical direction an easy task. 

 Albeit, early on, the company decided on getting help with the marketing and branding strategy 
from an external company as this competence was not necessarily the company’s strength. The 
current situation in the company is that there are no major strategical objectives and specifically 
no change on the strategical direction. Nevertheless, there has been an important strategical 
decision made in the company to maintain a cap on the number of employees in order to maintain 
the administrative and general costs down to minimum. This creates a hurdle for the company to 
grow as such restrictions on cap and on the individual consultants are important to the 
operational model.

Nevertheless, the CEO is currently asking the most important question:

- How to continue to grow with the limitations that makes the company attractive for its 

employees?

The response to the above mains strategical objectives allows the plan to create a holding 
company and start a new sub company or division. The new company will be operating 
independent of the holding company and the existing company, being a new business stream, but 
with the same operational foundations existing in company ABC. This is the best possible 
alternative in order to keep the agility a small company can offer in a large company shell. 

Recruitment is an obstacle for growth, limited by both the cap of number of employees but also in 
terms of the current unemployment rate in the country. Despite the difficulties to recruit 
necessary skills and people, the company manages to obtain the necessary employees.  Most of 
the recruitment occurs from referrals or by the employees’ network. This allows the company to 
have validated knowledge and the best consultants possible that strive for the same idea of 
freedom and financial reward for the valuable work they create. The factors that are important 
for the individual/person whom is hired, loves the idea of individual choices and to be 
independent, and this is the most important factor that allows them to recruit high quality talent. 

4.2. IT Consultancy company DEF

Company DEF was acquired by the CEO (as one of the previous employees). The company was 
bought off as a result where the previous owners had a primary focus on the financial results and 
objectives. In addition to acquiring the company, some of the employees chose to stay within the 
company and restructure the business. The company key mission was the becoming top notch 
experts at software development rather than to take any assignments available in the market, 
which is a clear indication of finding a niche market.  

The company’s values still lie within being one of the strongest competence companies within its 
field and focus on recruiting senior consultants with similar interests. 
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During the start of the company the company's CEO made a clear strategical choice and outlined 
the mission for the company to be one of the most competent company within the field of system 
development in Java, and asked one the critical questions of:

• How do we make a working place attractive for highly skilled developers that do want to 

be best in their fields? 

Therefore, the company’s values still lie within being one of the strongest competence 
companies within its field and focuses on recruiting senior consultants with similar interests.  

Thus, the approach was to investigate the internal factors and focus on stakeholder and 
competence areas in order to gain a competitive advantage and sustain growth.  Therefore, the 
following main mission still encapsulate the values of the company:  

• By ensuring an attractive ownership model, ensuring that all employees own the company 

and no external owners are allowed

• A more attractive and higher economic benefit for the employees that are all owners as a 

result of the value they create

• Having systems and processes that allows the competence level to be high and supporting 

structures for consultants to allow for personal development. 

The CEO of company DEF owns the strategy and its strategic processes as of today, but highlights 
that the vision and objectives set previously have been reached, and new ones need to be 
investigated. The stakeholders and owners of the company is company’s employees and hard-core 
software developers, the strategy development and strategy implementation are not everyone’s 
favorite subject. Company DEF current ownership structure with 25 owners makes it more 
challenging as not all are involved in the strategical direction, and there is no standardized 
strategical process where special factors and tools are looked upon. 

The CEO reports to a board, and the board sets financial objectives that are observed a on regular 
basis. There are other strategical goals set but are necessary not time bound.

The CEO alone are look into the question of how to grow financially but that the magical target of 
25 employees is an important strategical factor in order to maintain its lean and attractive brand, 
puts its limit. The response to the main question of growth and limitation was to start providing 
entire turn-key/tailor made products for requesting companies and potentially have a licensing 
model that enables recurring revenue on continuous business model basis. Further there are 
strategical decision to focus on customer insight to understand their customers better in order to 
tailor makes services that fits them better. 

Company DEF experience market for IT consultant services are in high demand and this allows 
the company to choose the most attractive model from time to time. But the most important factor 
is, that the employees working with that company need to feel challenged, excited and motived 
for them to take the assignment. 

The market today for recruitment is challenging, and all companies are trying their best to 
maintain and keep their best resources – by allowing high freedom to employees. The biggest 
channel for recruitment for company DEF is internal referrals from the owners of the company. 
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Typically, the new talent has previously been working within either the same network as the 
owners or in projects with the owners. Company DEF strategy to recruit people stands with the 
values and foundation – by attracting likeminded with a strong freedom need as well as strong 
system development knowledge. 

4.3. IT Consultancy company GHI

The company started by a social group with the willingness to grow in the area of IT 
security and lead by a leadership team with four members. The company does not follow any 
specific standardized strategy process, but at the same time it set strategical objectives 
periodically. Unlike other companies, societal impact and working environmental goals are 
equally important as financial goals for it.

Company GHI does a lot of research in market trends, niche technology, previous year’s 
results and Gartner reports before setting any strategic goals. The company does not use any 
specific tools for setting the strategy apart from SWOT analysis. 

The director informed that competency is not considered recruitment as a main element 
of their strategy but critical in order ensure that it creates a competitive advantage for the 
company. The current competency level makes them strong, unique, valuable and at the same time 
there are other factors that are prioritized in the strategy formulation such as; technological 
changes in the market, government policies to considered, the competitive landscape and shifting 
trends which are prioritized. prioritized. As a consulting company competency of their 
consultants are important to keep and maintain the current customer base, but in order to grow 
other factors are more relevant than just the competence of the consultants. Company GHI have 
the painful experience of strategy implementation and are aware of the difficulty of strategy 
execution process. Therefore, the company emphasizes focus to always try to articulate strategy 
at all and different levels within the organizational hierarchy so that it is easy to understand and 
implementable.

The best, competent person, are hired by the referral program. It also has been proved for 
them that the referral staff is most stable and motivated staff, because they know about the 
company well in advance and are highly probable candidate to join company.

The GHI looks low unemployment rate is advantageous for them. They can charge higher 
for their consultant which could increase their profit margin. Competition wise also it is beneficial 
for the company because big player in their domain also face same resource crisis. These create 
opportunity for the GHI to be friend instead of competitor with big companies.
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5. Analysis

In this section, the empirical data will be analyzed with the theoretical framework. Further, in this 
section the empirical findings are analyzed of how the researched companies do act in the current 
low unemployment rate environment in relation to managing the strategical process. 

5.1. Impact of unemployment rate

IT-services is a large and rapidly growing industry that is becoming increasingly important to 
commerce in general all over the world. CompTIA (2019) anticipates that the 50$ billion industry 
will grow on rate of in-between 4-6% for the year 2019. In Scandinavia, the general 
unemployment rate is on a low level (Eurostat, 2019). For example, in Norway the unemployment 
rate is 3.8% (6.2% in Sweden), indicating a highly healthy market. As a consequence of the low 
unemployment rate and the high demand for consultancy service company’s ABC and DEF, are 
not looking into the external environment as a critical factor or at least are not needed to review 
on continuous basis. Therefore, these organization are currently highly dependent on the external 
and market factors, and therefore reactive to the environmental situation.

This study aimed to understand and investigate whether there was any impact on small IT 
consultancy companies based on the low unemployment rate due to the unviability of skilled 
workers. The empirical data was carefully studies and extracted based on the information related 
to the unavailability of skilled labor in the market. 

All companies were pleased with the financial results due to the fact of lack of skilled labor. This 
environment was putting them into a good bargain position in the industry they are serving. The 
typical business models for the above-mentioned companies’ is based on the traditional principle 
by attracting top talented workforce and hire these, and charge clients a per hour fee for gaining 
access to the expertise or talent. There is a strong incentive for the consultant company to sell as 
many consultants and charge as many hours as possible. Company DEF and GHI utilized another 
well common business model in their respective markets, by sending a team(s) of consultants to 
solve a project for the client or customer in the shortest possible time. The results one can draw 
based on the empirical data is that all companies enjoyed the current low unemployment rate 
environment, as its driven by high demand of their services and consultants. As all the studied 
companies were in the technological service sector where technological changes bringing 
demands for new skills. These demands for new skills put these companies into a competitive 
advantageous position.  Company GHI also showed the impression that the low unemployment 
condition forced them to offer higher salaries to their new employees and same time created a 
pressure on the salaries of existing employees. Nevertheless, the unemployment rate opposed an 
obvious challenge to grow in terms of number of employees – as this was an obstacle for all 
companies. The low unemployment rate although ensured that they now could increase their 
billing hours and the utilization rate of their employees. In addition, the hourly fee could 
substantially be increased, which was confirmed with the year on year financial results with 
approximately the same number of employees working for the company. Furthermore, it can be 
seen that some of the companies took the advantages of low unemployment rate to extend their 
service offering or to diversify business models is related to the strategical objectives whereupon 
the companies strive to achieve the best possible growth given the limitations that are within their 
respective companies. Companies ABC and DEF do have potential conflict of interest with the 
increasing number of employees getting a majority stake of the ownership of the company. This 
creates a difficulty to manage ownership structure and set direction, as interests are different 
from stakeholder to stakeholder. So, companies ABC and DEF had no impact of low unemployment 
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condition in terms of number of employees but it is due to their ownership business model. This 
is a clear indication that companies ABC and DEF, has implementation issues as many other 
companies as found in the theoretical framework. Due to unavailability of skilled worker, the GHI 
was able to grow more by supplying competent resources to their competitor. This environment 
made their competitor as a partner which they feel is good for both companies to grow in future.

5.2. Recruitment process

All consulting companies’ brand recognition is on the basis of the value of their individual 
consultants who can solve technical challenges for other companies.  The studied companies did 
not have any brand recognition in the market which allows the companies to attract and recruit 
new talent in order to allow the company to grow further. All studied companies, in this research 
had in their primary staffing process did not have a formal recruitment process such as larger 
companies or corporations.  Primary motivational factors for the employees working for the 
studied companies were the good working environment, exiting technologies and the relatively 
high salaries.  The three companies recruit people by internal referrals and word of mouth. The 
internal referral policy ensured that the new candidate or employee is aware of the company 
culture, and the benefits of joining the company, and therefore minimal costs need to be 
emphasized into job ads or hiring recruitment companies for the role. Likewise, most of the 
employees have been loyal for longer period of time in the company, which can be seen as a 
positive factor that you have been “recruited” and “vetted” from well-known future co-workers. 
As highlighted in chapter 2.1 this research shows that, organizations are capable enough to attract 
and retain talents can outperform their competitors and gain a competitive advantage. For ABC 
and DEF this has been the one of the key strategical questions. The solution for the companies 
ABC and DEF has been to linked two important factors; (1) divide and provide the ownership of 
the company and (2) having a maximum cap on the number of employees to be able to minimize 
cost, maintain competence at top level and share knowledge among employees the most efficient 
possible way. 

A large headache for most companies, was to retain existing talented employees within the 
company during low unemployment condition. In low unemployment rate situations, the skills 
are in high demand and encourage people to switch jobs in order to gain higher salaries causing 
higher employer turnover. The company ABC and DEF’s ownership model protected their 
employee to leave for other company, while GHI used social activities to strengthen the team and 
assure a belonging feeling. There are several studies indicating that apart from salary, social 
contribution gives more satisfaction to the employees and motivated them to remain in company 
(Hu J & Hirsh JB, 2017), in addition to new technological changes and freedom of working enables 
the companies brand and reputation for recruitment. 

5.3. Strategy management 

Company GHI whom has a disciplined approach to the strategical process reviewed the market 
and saw the current low unemployment rate a stepping stone to create new opportunities for 
them by partnering up with other players in their industry. This indicates to that the maturity 
level of the company and their belief of the importance of strategical management can be seen as 
a competitive advantage during low and high unemployment rate situations. Cooperation 
between some organizations in a market may give competitive advantage over competitors in the 
same market (Johnson, G., et.al (2011). Thus, strategical options and alternatives must be 
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considered while undergoing the strategy formulation. Hence, there are benefits achieved by 
cooperating between companies in terms of buyers, suppliers, rivals, entrants and substitutes 
(Johnson, G., et.al, 2011). This is precisely what company GHI does, cooperates with a partner in 
order to achieve an overall competitive advantage in the low unemployment rate market and 
prepare for future growth. Both parties act as in symbiosis to ensure positive financial results and 
competitive edge. In the theoretical framework chapter, the various stages that ensures an 
efficient strategical process.  Figure 1 summarizes the five steps highlighted for an effective 
process. In all companies the CEOs and Directors had the ownership of the strategy and the 
strategical process. The commonalities for companies’ ABC and DEF was the similarities in 
ownership structure, where the employees are the majority owners of the company and 
maximum cap of number of employees in the company. Therefore, for companies’ ABC and DEF 
there is an immense difficulty to reach out and implement strategical objectives. Therefore, they 
are dependent in many cases to utilize external companies to help them to reach an objective. As 
found out in this study, these companies have a highly specialized skill-set capability, with 
minimal supporting structures or administration activities such as marketing, customer insight 
and branding need to be outsourced. Due to the concentrated type of skilled labor, the companies 
are not able to rely on the strategy implementation internally, and are dependent on the CEO, 
whom owns the strategical process to ensure that the companies obtain sustainable competitive 
advantage. Company ABC and DEF business model of ownership and maximum cap on number of 
employees make their business immune to low unemployment condition. Their expert and niched 
level of services in IT technology domain put them in opportunistic position to increase profit 
margin under low unemployment condition. The leadership team of company GHI owns the 
responsibility of setting strategy. They operate as a large company but do not follow a formal 
strategy process. Nevertheless, they emphasize to ensure they have individual responsible person 
to do market research and internal audit (company competency, company’s past performances). 
All strategical factors are reviewed during strategy setup meetings. As company GHI has an 
organizational structure like a large company, they do face challenges to pursue the strategy at 
different level in organizational hierarchy. Company GHI tries to articulate strategy in very simple 
and persuasive language for ease of understanding and implementation. While GHIs approach is 
more focused on ensuring that the strategy is communicated with supporting infrastructure to 
create actions related to the strategy. Although, the strategy is reviewed from time to time (non-
fixed interval) and changed in-between implementation due to change of government policies and 
change of technologies. So, they must keep looking for outside changes to sustain and growth. All 
studied companies have following factors, in common, while forming their strategies: The most 
important strategical factor is the organizational satisfaction and the main stakeholders which 
create value at other companies are their own employees. The second most important factor for 
the companies is the relationship with their constituent and ensure that they satisfy a few 
stakeholders than having a large variety of customers. This enables the companies to receive re-
occurring assignments or larger opportunities. The third factor is that the employees ensure that 
have the necessary training and create the value needed at the customers projects.  

5.4. Final points 

On the basis of the three companies and in relation to the main question of this thesis is trying to 
address, how the low unemployment rate affects the strategy execution for small IT consultancy 
companies – depends on the companies approach in general to strategy management. All 
companies in general asked the most critical questions on how to grow their business with the 
basis of their own limitations. Unfortunately, none of the companies reviewed and monitored 
their objectives on frequent and regular basis. We understand that this has little impact from a 
low unemployment rate perspective – rather a more disciplinary and strategy importance.  
Company GHI was also the only one that had supporting infrastructure for implementation of 
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strategical objectives – such as having access to data, tools and incentives for execution of 
activities related to the strategical targets. The high demand for various IT services forces the 
companies to look into either recruitment as their main tool of competitive advantage and 
financial growth, or they have identified niched needs in the market where alternative business 
models can be utilized as a tool to reach financial growth. The low unemployment rate created a 
difficulty to grow in the speed as they wanted, due to the rapid access to skilled personnel. 
Respectively, the low unemployment rate as an environmental factor is not emphasized in the 
strategical process and doesn’t therefore force the small IT consultancy companies to focus on the 
objectives and the necessary actions to implement to obtain and achieve a competitive advantage. 
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6. Conclusions

As unemployment rate in Scandinavian countries is currently at its lowest levels and demand for 
skilled workers is growing. The low unemployment rate and technological changes demands more 
skilled, diverse workers for the industry to grow. During low unemployment rate the access for 
skilled workers is limited, which creates a difficulty for consultancy companies in general, as their 
business model depends on their consultant and hourly rate. Finding the right people and 
retaining for organizational purpose and future needs are the main purpose of recruitment 
process. To grow in their serving area, the IT consultancy companies must have a strategy around 
the developing market, retaining the right skill and person and developing them in a changing 
environment. Technological advancement, economic structure change, and geographical labor 
mobility have impacted the unemployment rate. Eurostat identified that that IT consultancy 
companies contribute most in to the ICS sector. While reviewing the literature, this research found 
gaps in strategical process for the IT consultancy companies according to the defined theory of 
strategy management, and the heavy importance and the role of recruitment process. In theory, 
key fundamental elements such as several external and internal factors affecting the execution of 
strategy to achieve intended goal or growth. 

The study used well-established literature as a guideline to understand the empirical data 
collected through semi-structured interviews. Small IT consultancy companies were studied in 
this research to understand how the low unemployment rate affects their ability to execute the 
strategical objective. In this study, results showed that the smallest IT (ABC and DEF) consultancy 
companies had little or no formal structure in the strategical processes in relation to the literature 
available in the topic, but still highlighted and expressed that strategy is important for the 
companies. The larger of the defined smaller companies, company GHI showed more devotion in 
their strategical process and had a more disciplined approach – independent of the high demand 
or the low unemployment rate. All studied companies had goals that they aimed to achieve and 
defined growth initiatives in their domain of service. Therefore, key strategical direction and 
questions were related to staffing and the requirement process. As small companies do not have 
a large brand to utilize as a recruitment tool other means were employed to ensure the 
attractiveness of the company, such as higher compensation, minimal bureaucracy, 
stake/ownership of the company, technology preference.  As factor of internal stakeholder’s 
satisfaction plays the most important role and factor of the company’s brand and foundation, 
organizations have flat hierarchies. In combination with staff owning parts /co-owning of the 
company, our findings were that that the strategical execution was outsourced to external 
companies in order to enable growth.  Finally, our findings demonstrated a common path of talent 
attraction for the companies, which was employee references and word of mouth method. The 
companies saw this as the least costly, and risky path to recruit a person, as the knowledge of 
these people were somewhat verified and guaranteed by experts/staff within the same field. 
Unemployment rate in countries gives support for all these small IT companies in terms of 
demand i.e. skilled labor demands are continuous, allowing companies to focus on hiring skilled 
workers. All studied companies managed successfully to achieve their financial target. This was 
possible due to the high demand for skilled resources causing that their service could be sold at 
higher price than the previous year. While the availability of skilled workers was low, all studied 
companies were not able to grow in their number of employees but grew in profit margin. 
Subsequently, a positive impact of the low unemployment rate and the lack of available resources 
created a very healthy working environment, where even competitors become partners. This 
study clearly indicated that if small IT companies want to grow, they have to structure their 
strategy process and must include high salaries, freedom of work, technology learning, and job 
satisfaction as key measurement elements in their strategy to success in their field of operation.  
All companies in general asked the most critical questions on how to grow their business with the 
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basis of their own limitations. Unfortunately, none of the companies reviewed and monitored 
their objectives and evaluated performance on frequent and regular basis. Ultimately, the low 
unemployment rate plays a critical role which make their profit margin high, and potentially 
minimize the importance of the strategical processes if the companies do not have an aggressive 
expansion need.  The current market is anticipated to grow the upcoming years as the demand for 
various IT services. This implies that small companies do not necessarily need to have a formal 
strategic idea nor process in order to succeed, but to focus and find the correct resources. Now 
the main question remains, with a growing market why the companies should not take advantage 
of growing in a much quicker pace and position themselves as key players for the future, both 
financially and technologically. In order to do so, strategy plays an important role.
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7. Future Works

One can take this study further in one of two dimensions, either by adding new area in this study 
i.e. inflation on how that affects small business, other by extending the scope. The Nordic outlook 
report (2018) indicated a low inflation state despite of good economic growth and low 
employment rate. According to theory the low employment rate causes that people have higher 
demand for increased salaries and create pressure on business to rise prices for their goods or 
services which could potentially cause higher inflation. It is therefore an interesting area to look 
into more to understand the link between the current low unemployment rate and low inflation 
and potential consequences that might cause on long term to businesses. In addition, what are the 
factors contributing to create pressure to keep it low and stable? The authors believe that 
immigration is a key area of skilled labor and high retirement age that enables a low inflation level 
at by fulfilling demand of markets or companies are becoming more and more efficient to keep 
their margin even though they pay high wages to their employee. These hypotheses can be further 
verified together with finding inflation factor under low unemployment condition in a specific 
geographical area.

In this study, few companies agreed to interview, which makes the result quantitatively limited, 
therefore the future study can be extended with a larger number of samples. Although, it was a 
challenge to get the time and interest from directors of a company to their share sensitive 
information, it would be worth knowing how different directors of companies’ value competency 
for their companies and if that is seen as a major competitive edge. This study focused on IT 
companies which can be extended for other segment of industries like manufacturing or non-IT 
market, focused for its specific market, not in general terms as there are studies available. It was 
very clear that the sample companies were using different business model with some similarities 
in their operations. It would be interesting to investigate further why these companies are so 
different in their business model, what motivate them to arrange them, also to understand which 
business model gives high possibility of success in their industry.
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Appendix

Appendix A - Interview Question template
The purpose of interview is to identify the real blocker to implement strategy for intended 

company for this thesis. This interview also tries to know how these blockers are handled by these 
companies.

Below questions are to be used as a backbone for the semi-structure interviews with the 
qualified companies for this thesis. All the company sensitive responses will be anonymized so that 
the answers are not able to be tracked back to that specific company.

Part 1: Participant’s Profile

Total number of employees in company_________

Participant’s role ___________________________

Participant’s experience _____________________Years

Part 2: Interview Questions

Q1. As a starting question, what does strategy mean for your company?

Q2. Are you able to shortly introduce us to what your current strategy is, and how to do you 
aim to pursuit success of it?

Q3. Who is the responsible for the strategy, and in what form does strategy formulation take 
place?

Q4. What kind of resources are involved in the strategy process and strategy formulation?

Q5. Formulation of your strategy, could you describe the process behind that?

Q6. Are you reviewing any specific factors?

Q7. Does anyone have any specific task to investigate?

Q8. Are there any specific questions you are trying to address?

Q9. Are there any factors that are more relevant or more important than other?

Q10. Do you utilize any specific strategic management tools that have yielded to a sustained 
competitive advantage for you?

Q11. If you utilize such tool, could you identify what kind of benefit it is linked to it?

Q12. Could you describe the measures you take to drive the strategy implementation?

Q13. How does you/executive team evaluate the strategy acceptance?

Q14. How does your company handle the potential resistance by personnel in terms of 
strategy implementation?
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     Q15. In what way do you monitor or evaluate the success of the strategical objectives?

Q16. Being a smaller company, could you describe in what way you attract talent?

Q17. What makes your company more attractive than your competitors to the employees?

Q18. How do you maintain your talent? What measures are taken? 

Q19. Have you identified what working factors are more important to your employees?

Q20. IT services are exploring a boom there is general low unemployment rate, how do you 
attract the correct people?

Q21. Do you look outside your country of operations to attract people?

Q22. IT services are known to be outsourced to offshore companies to keep cost down, is this 
a potential threat to your company?

Q23. Is competency one of main element of strategy of your company?

Q24. Does competency create a competitive advantage for your company?

Q25. What are the factors affecting your strategy execution? 
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Appendix B: Eurostat (2019) section J sectoral analysis of information and 
communication

Appendix C - Strategy Process

 Crafting and implementing a strategy is a continuous process which can be simplified into 5 
associated stages (Thomson A., et.al, 2018). These stages are described as:

1. Developing a strategic vision that outlays the company’s direction (mid and long term), 
having a mission statement that clarifies the company’s purpose, and define specific values to 
accompany the companies' vision and mission. 

2. Having and setting measurable objectives for the company’s performance and track its 
progress. 

3. Forming a strategy to achieve the objectives as described in step 2 in the long-term direction 
as described in step 1. 

4. Executing and implementing the strategy efficiently and effectively.

5. Monitor the development of the objectives, evaluate performance and initiate adjustments 
if necessary. 

Figure 1 indicates and summarizes the 5 steps highlighted by Thomson A., et.al (2018) to have 
an efficient strategical process. 
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Figure 1 - The 5 stages for an effective strategy process. Thomson A., et.al (2018). 

Dependencies on external and internal factors make the strategical process a 
continuous and ongoing process. Monitoring parameters for strategy execution gives 
feedback for adjustments or correction on the strategical process. Due to uncertainties in the 
market situation, the competitive landscape, the financial situation of the company and/or 
sweeping of customers makes the monitoring stage (5) (figure 1) the most important aspect 
in this process. Subchapters 2.4 and 2.5 give more details on these external and internal 
factors that must be monitored. It is important to highlight that adjustments can be made on 
the various 4 stages, but if e.g. the vision and mission remains intact, there is not a need to do 
any adjustments to the companies' visions and mission and continue to stage (2). Passing the 
various 5 stages, a strategy and a strategic plan are generated, with a clear direction on where 
the company is heading, what financial and strategical objectives are to be met, and what 
moves are needed to achieve the wanted results. 

Vision, Mission and Values – Stage 1 

The distinctive meaning of a vision is what it defines where one wants to be in the future. 
The strategic vision defines the company’s future strategic shape and direction and its aspirations. 
In order to have an effective vision, whom should inspire and energize, in which is to provide 
aspirations and roadmap of the company, the entire company must be well acquainted with the 
vision and the commitments arisen by it. The executive or top management has the responsibility 
to outline the mission and vision statements and communicate it out to the organization, 
stakeholders and down to the managers at various levels (mid/low). Recruitment of right person 
at top management becomes very important due to this critical long-term responsibility. 

The mission statement describes which playfield the business is in, and which it isn’t, now 
and in the future (Kelly, G. 2014).  Optimally the mission statement defines the company's 
services/products, identifies the company’s ambition to satisfy a specific need or needs, the 
company’s markets and buyers and what makes the company unique. The purpose of the mission 
statement is to ratify focus for the organization and the management. The company’s mission 
statement shall differ from its vision statement. The difference between the mission and the vision 
statement is that the mission statement defines the company’s identity, while the vision statement 
defines the roadmap of accomplishment. A culture of a company is formed by its value system and 
motivate people to work under that culture. It is obvious the culture is developed by the 
employees by following values and principle outlined by the company’s stakeholders, to achieve 
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the desired vision and mission. Kelly, G (2014) outlines values as the desired culture, principles 
and behavioral compass the company sets for its organizations. The link between values, vision 
statement and mission statement are well outlined by Thomson, A. (2018); the company’s values 
are their believes, traits and behavioral norms that the organization is expected to display while 
aiming the company’s business and seeking to accomplish the strategic vision and mission. 
Beginning of chapter 2.3 the stage (1) describes the direction, purpose and values the company 
should have while pursuing the business objectives. 

Setting objectives – Stage 2 

The second stage of strategy management or the strategic process is to link the vision and 
mission into specific performance targets and objectives. The objectives express the ambitions of 
the company performance based on the competitive circumstances, organizational and internal 
capabilities, operational capacity and financial capability. The objectives of the company should 
be accomplishable and measurable, which should underline if progress is made or not. Doran, G. 
(1981) outlined that there is a need to achieve goals and objectives but saw often that goals were 
too general to have an impact. He indicated that that goals are not inarticulate things, rather they 
are measurable and in need to be achieved, in order to move the company forward. He (Doran) 
proposed a well-known methodology S.M.A.R.T. (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and 
Timed/Time-bound), to write management goals and objectives.

Strategy management, setting objectives is essential to move the company forward. Later 
stages (4 and 5) demand to execute and monitor the progress of strategy, intuitively it becomes 
very essential that the objectives are set in such way that it is easy to measure and achieve. These 
requirement of later stage of strategical process make SMART goal setting a critical step too. There 
are various types of objectives and targets the company can pursue. Nevertheless, there are two 
specific types that require extra attention.

1. Those objectives expressing financial performance

2. And those expressing strategic performance, addressing targets e.g. the company's 

competitive position. 

As mentioned above (chapter 2.1) competency, culture, and a value system create a unique 
competitive advantage for a company. According to Thomson, A. (2018), both objectives (financial 
and strategical) should include near-term and long-term ambitions. The short-term, which are 
typically quarterly or annual, should focus on performance improvements on the current time 
period to satisfy its stakeholders and shareholders. The long-term objectives (typically three to 
five years) pressurize the executive management to think of what to do now to put the company 
into a better position later.  The long-term objectives are decisive for archiving optimal long-term 
performance but adds, that the long-term objectives are potentially factors that can be an obstacle 
for a short-term focused management philosophy (Thomson, A., 2018).

Creating a strategy to achieve objectives and vision – stage 3 

The purpose of developing a strategy is to ensure sustained competitive or financial advantage. 
The definition of strategy according to oxford dictionary is “plan of action designed to achieve a 
long-term or overall aim” (Oxford Dictionary, strategy, 2019) - in basic terms a strategy is 
addressing on series of “how to” reach or obtain a certain objective. Nevertheless, a strategy 
should address the following “how to” questions e.g.:
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• How to grow the business 

• How to achieve the financial and strategical objectives

• How to increase market share

• How to increase gross margin 

• How to respond on variating and fluctuating market conditions

• How to respond on the competitive landscape 

• How to reduce costs

• How to attract new customers

• How to please customers or existing consumer base

• Other how to questions related to the business

In order to respond to the above exemplified questions, one needs to audit the company, 
understand and identify the company's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats in the 
competitive landscape, and evaluate the internal and external environment in order to choose a 
suitable strategy.   Figure 2 identifies a step-down approach from organizational, market audit to 
strategical review and alternatives and budgeting. The backbone of the approach is the above-
mentioned how-to questions. 

Review Current 
Market Situation

• Identify what the 
current market 
situation is 

Review 
Environment

• Execute evnironmental analysis
• Political
• Economic
• Social
• Technological
• Legal

Organizational 
Review

• Review organizational capability
• Financial review
• Product mix
• Marketing mix

Compeitive 
analysis

• Identify competitive landscape
• Review competitors

Execute SWOT

• Strength
• Weaknesses
• Opportunities
• Threats

Strategic 
positioning

• Outline strategic 
alternatives

• Establish basic strategy 
objectives and plan

• Estimate expected 
results

Budgeting
• Prepare 
budget for 
execution
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Figure 2 - Step down approach on strategical planning

Prepared and well-organized top management or executives need to continuously be on 
their toes in choosing the various strategical alternatives and proactively try new things, or doing 
things cheaper, better or smarter (Thomas, A (2018)). Competition is at the core of the success or 
failure for all companies. Competition determines and, in some way, decides, relevant activities 
that a company needs to make in order to be competitive (Porter, Michael, 1985). Such activities 
can be for example, cost reduction, innovation, value creation or new/better services. Porter, M. 
(1985), indicated that a competitive strategy is the search for a beneficial position in an industry 
or market, and aims to maintain a profitable and sustainable profitability against forces that 
determine the market or industry. Nevertheless, there are 2 very important questions that govern 
the choice of competitive strategy:

1. Attractiveness of industry and its determining factors?

2. What are the determinants of the relative competitive position in the industry?

The aim of developing a competitive strategy is to respond to the current environment 
and attempt to shape a favorable environment for the company in the future. In order to achieve 
a competitive advantage, a company must create more value that its competitors. The ability to 
create value is formed by how the company positions itself in the industry. With the choice of a 
competitive strategy, a company can either improve or decline in the industry. In a low 
unemployment rate situation and high demand for competent person create an opportunity to 
make competency creation and retention as a strategic competitive advantage for today’s 
companies. Besanko, et.al (2012) defined a framework, seen in figure 3, that describes a 
company’s possible path to economical profitability, that relies on creating and delivering 
economic value.  The value creation is achieved either by having a more attractive cost position 
relative to the competitors or benefit relative to the competitors. 

Figure 3 – Framework for competitive advantage and economic profitability (Besanko, et.al 
(2012)).

When a company gains or catches a higher economical profitability than its competitors, 
the company has gained a competitive advantage. Porter’s generic strategies (Porter, M., 1985) 
describe in broad terms how a company can position itself in the market in order to compete. 
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Figure 4 illustrates the various generic strategies outlined by Michael Porter, outlining the 
strategic advantage vs strategic positioning. 

Figure 4 - Porters Generic Strategies (Johnson, G., et.al (2011))

Porter’s Generic strategies can be pursued by any and every company across the industry. 
Porter highlights three generic strategies that can be satisfy the competitive advantage and the 
actions they take to gain profit for the company. These follow to be differentiation strategy, cost 
leadership strategy and focus strategy. In simple terms, differentiation strategy or differentiation 
advantage can be obtained for a company when its able to offer an attractive product or service 
that offers one or several benefits, thus creating a higher value apart from price, that a customer 
is willing to pay a premium compared to competitors offering. Cost leadership strategy or cost 
advantage occurs when a company is able to offer a similar product or service as their competitors 
but with a lower cost structure. Important to highlight that cost advantage does not necessarily 
indicate price leadership as the gap between the price and cost generates profit for the company. 
Nevertheless, having a cost advantage allows the possibility to undercut specific price levels, but 
maintain a higher price-cost margin than competition. The above two different strategies define 
two fundamentally different approaches to gaining competitive advantage and approach strategy 
based on their strengths. A company competing on low cost is completely different to a company 
competing on differentiation, in terms of resources and the organizational capabilities, market 
position and marketing ability, and its organizational characteristics.  Robert M. Grant (2016) 
summarizes in Table 1, the various elements and organizational requirements the two different 
strategies might require.  
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Table 1 – Key elements and organizational requirements (Grant, R. (2016), pg. 199)

The focus in strategy is proposed by Porter, M (1985) which has two variants, cost focus 
or differentiation focus. The two strategic advantage quadrants are illustrated in figure 4. This 
strategy is different compared to the two general cost leadership and differentiation leadership 
strategies, as the focus strategy is targeting a narrow segment or group of segments in the 
industry, and tailor-makes a strategy for that segment. The general cost leadership and 
differentiation leadership strategies has the entire industry is their aimed market. A company 
developing its strategy for a specific segment allows it to focus achieving their competitive 
advantage in that targeted segment, despite not having the overall competitive advantage in an 
industry. As industries can be large, a broadly-targeted competitor who serve various segment, 
serve a specific narrow segment poorly, allows the possibility for a competitive company to serve 
that specific segment. The company with a focus strategy can thereby achieve a competitive 
advantage by committing its organization to solely specific segment. Depending on the industry 
and the various industry segments, the targeted segment must have buyers that have specific 
needs or that the delivery system is served differently in that specific segment that differentiates 
from other industry segment, either by different services or product or by having a different cost 
structure (Porter, M.,1985). 

Implementing and executing the strategy – stage 4
The prior 1 to 3 stages are defined as the formulation stage, while the implementation and 

execution of strategy is defined as the action stage (stage 4). The formulation and execution stage 
are both very important in terms of achieving the short-term and long-term objectives. The 
formulation process of the strategy is troublesome and challenging as several aspects needs to be 
covered, and many questions to be answered, and various alternatives to be considered. But 
ensuring that the formulated strategy is implemented and executed throughout the organization 
is demanding. The implementation is true determinant of the success or failure that is connected 
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to the formulation process. Without an effective implementation, no strategy can succeed. As 
there are many aspects that need to be considered in the implementation phase, Thomson, A., et.al 
(2018) outlined a framework that includes most facets that management and organization need 
to meet, see figure 5.

Implementing strategy
- Creating strategy needs a supporting structure 

- Staff the organization to obtain needed skills and expertise

- Developing and strengthening strategy-supporting resources and capabilities 

- Allocating resources to activities critical for strategical success 

- Ensuring that policies and procedures facilitate effective strategy execution 

- Organizing the work effort along the lines of best practice  

- Installing information and operating systems that enable company personnel to perform essential 
activities

- Motivating people and tying rewards directly to the achievement of performance objectives

-Creating a company culture conducive to successful strategy execution 

Figure 5 - Framework for implementing strategy – necessary steps (Thomson, A., et.al 
(2018))

Mas Bambang Baroto, Nader Arvand, and Fauziah Sh. Ahma (2014) conducted a study that found 
five supporting evidence that indicated the difficulty and the demanding nature of implementing 
a strategy.  Baroto, et.al (2014) demonstrated that in their review the difficulty of strategy 
implementation and gave the following results and reasons: 

• 66% of corporate strategies are never implemented

• 95% of staff do not realize their organization’s strategy

• Only 63% of the financial objectives outlined by the company's strategies are achieved

• Consequences show that 70-90% of organizations fail to realize the success of 

implementing their strategies

• In most cases, strategies most often fail due to ineffective execution. 
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This indicates, despite having formulated and developed the strategy to perfection, the 
most difficult task is to efficiently implement it into the organization. While the strategy 
formulation is developed and accomplished by the executive leadership/team, the 
implementation is done on all levels of the company. The managers (low/mid-level) need to 
transform the strategies and plans into actions and indirectly into results by the end of the year, 
and the workforce needs to execute to achieve the set objectives. This tests all the managers’ 
capability and capacity to change the organization into a new direction, motivate personnel, to 
meet the financial and strategical targets and to create a strategy-supportive climate. Barato, et.al 
(2014) indicated in order to implement strategy efficiently, an approach that fits the internal 
factors (organizational review) and external factors (external environment review) was critical. 
The study indicated nevertheless that internal factors such as; what supporting systems exist, 
type of staff, management style, skills that exists, the company structure and what shared values 
were in place,  were more important than external factors such as economical forces, social forces, 
environmental forces, political and legal forces, technological forces and competitive forces to be 
analyzed in the strategy formulation. Thus, Barato, et.al (2014) showed that resource-based 
analysis to strategic management and strategy are more equitable than industry-based review. 

Monitoring, evaluating and re-assessing strategy - stage 5
In its essence the strategic process is a never-ending and continuous process. But the last 

stage of the strategy process is the monitoring, evaluation and assessment step before corrective 
actions need to be applied for re-evaluation of the strategy. By continuously monitoring the 
progress of execution of the strategy to reach the companies strategical objectives, financial and 
performance targets, and external environment such as competitive landscape, a potential trigger 
could decide if one can continue or re-assess or re-do the stages 1-4 (mentioned above). While the 
company has a good fit in the industry and bear a competitive advantage and show strong financial 
performance, the management team could decide to do none or small adjustments to the strategy. 
By fine-tuning the strategy and the actions or rewards could be enough to maintain the 
competitive advantage. Nevertheless, this may not always be the case, such as a new company 
entering the competitive landscape with an attractive business model or product, or that the 
internal environment has changed (for example key personnel leaving the company due to 
worsening working environment), the same questions needs to be revisited as described in 
chapter 2.3.3 and chapter 2.3.4. The management team not only needs to investigate the 
questions, but also to the actual execution as this bears the most difficulty. The management teams 
are encouraged and demanded by their stakeholders to continuously improve and therefore need 
to continuously identify and asses the various operating methods and the objectives of the 
outplayed strategy. This indirectly results in the management teams needing to make necessary 
re-evaluation and readjustments whenever needed to maintain the competitive advantage. 
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Appendix D -  Categorization of Strategy Performance factors (Srivastava et. 
al., 2013)

Environment
• market condition

• government policies

• competition

• demand for products and/or services

Stakeholder
• employee satisfaction

• organizational capabilities 

(competencies)

• leadership

• shareholder’s satisfaction

Process
• productivity level

• quality in all process

• strategic alliances’ success level

• efficiency of supply chain

Performance
• market values

• target matching profitability

• cost reduction

• timely delivery of products/services

Relationship
• connection with customer

• customer satisfaction of cost

• customer satisfaction of quality

Offerings
• customer’s trust

• company reputation
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